
Part Two of Photoshop Elements—Creating A Full Jacket Book Cover and Digital 2D Cover 

Welcome back.  Have you had any chance to play with Photoshop Elements?  Which version are you 

using?  As a reminder, I’m using PSE12.   Last lesson we learned about layers which are the key to 

everything in Photoshop Elements and many other creative programs.  Any questions so far?   

No? Let’s dig into Part Two. 

I’m  going to use a template from Amazon’s CreateSpace.  Go to www.createspace.com .  You don’t have 

to have an account to look up book cover templates, just type that into search.   

Once there, you will need to know the size you’re thinking of making. My books are 5.25” x 8”.  I just 

happen to like that size and it fits in my hands perfectly. But you’ll find a plethora of sizes and they list 

industry standards and custom trim sizes.  Pick CREAM for your paper as it’s just a tad bit heavier.   

You don’t have to know your page count, but guessing is very helpful. You can always get a new template 

and move your work onto it, which will take a bit of manipulating for the spine, but it’s doable.  

When all your information is in, click  “BUILD TEMPLATE”.  You’ll get a zip file that has both a .png and 

a .pdf file.   

Once you’ve unzipped the file, open the .png in PSE. Note the template is telling you what size your book 

is going to be and the color paper.  

1. Save As right away in the PSD file format not jpeg (.jpg) we’re going to need those layers and jpeg will 
flatten them.  

2. Create a duplicate layer by clicking the layer then duplicate the layer.  We need this duplicated layer 
throughout the process.  You have two exact same layers, but we’ll be working with the upper one.  The 
eyeball in front of each layer makes it visible and when clicked, invisible. This is important. 

3. Make notes of all the information about what each color means. This is so important that I’ve written 
them out for you and the list will be on the last page. 



Now we get to use a MAGIC WAND.  Seriously.  

 

Here are the steps to create the transparent background. 

I’ve duplicated the layer and clicked the eyeball to turn off the background layer. I suggest you rename the 

layer we’re working on to Template.  

1. Click on the MAGIC WAND. Then click anywhere on the white part of the template. Be sure there isn’t 
any color selected as the magic wand uses the pixel color you click on to select the tolerance to 
highlight. Notice the black wasn’t selected, the marching ants surround it, so it’s protected. Eventually 
we’ll remove it with the eraser. 

2. Once you have all three areas with marching ants, hit delete on your keyboard.  You’ll see that 
checkerboard meaning transparent.  

3. Click ctrl >D for deselect (a very handy keyboard shortcut) and watch the marching ants disappear.  
The white background is gone.  

4. For the next step we need the rulers. Go up to VIEW on the MENU BAR and click on rulers. Now both 
horizontal and vertical rulers are showing. 

5. Click on the MOVE TOOL and then a ruler, drag a blue guide down or across. We’re going to create 
guides for all the important lines in this template. It’s important to be exact with these lines. If you need 
to MAGNIFY the area, click on the MAGNIFICATION TOOL (in red circle) and its tool options will be 
shown below for you to increase or decrease your view.  

6. Once all the guides are in place, click on the ERASER TOOL and carefully remove the type. Be sure 
not to erase any of the colored margins. You can erase the yellow box. Adjust the size of the brush by 
the slider below or use the left/right bracket keys on your keyboard.  

Magic Wand 

MW Tool 
Options 

The all important 
history panel. 
This shows me 
everything I’ve 
done so far. 

Contiguous means only the color in the surrounding area will be selected. Click on the box to turn it 
off, since we have white on three separate areas.  

Anti-aliasing adds transparent pixels to jagged edges. However it can make text look blurry.  

 

Move Tool 



Now you have a clean slate to work with. If you want to see the full template again, just click on the eyeball 

with the line through it and that layer becomes visible.  

 

A couple of suggestions for either taking or shopping for photographs. Buy or take the photo with the 
subject on the right side of the photo, that way it will be on the correct side of the cover. In the last lesson 
we’ll learn how to mask, merge, alter photos and art, but the above hint regarding subject position will help 
you.  

I am a firm believer that the spine should be part of the image. Because sometimes the book cover is 
folded incorrectly, and if you have a solid color it can show on the front cover.  

Remember how we brought an image in from Lesson 1?  Go find an image and bring it into the project. I’ll 
wait. You may need to do some sizing and moving of it. Click on one of the corner handles while holding 
down the SHIFT to size the image proportionally. You can use the MOVE tool to position it in the template 
until you’re happy.  It has to cover the RED LINES COMPLETELY and it can even be outside the lines if 
necessary to fit it properly. 

Go to the LAYERS PANEL, click on the template layer and drag it above your image. Opps, I notice that 
one of my guides is slightly off. Just click on the guide and move it.  

Now we’re going to add text and a few boxes to highlight the text.  Frankly I spend a huge amount to time 
choosing my fonts, especially if I’m  working on a series, and the fonts/imagery will cross all the books.   

Guide is off, simply click on your guide 
layer and move it.  



But before I show you how to add text, I first want to talk a bit about fonts. There are a million fonts out 
there that are cool, but really unreadable. Just  scan through books on your favorite bookseller site to 
see what I mean.  

What we want is the style of your book to be reflected in the font and for it to be readable. The other 
consideration for your font is that it’s a commercial use font. Thus you are able to sell the project, eg. 
your book, with it gracing the cover. 

I cannot stress the importance of making sure the photo is your own, or that you license it from a 
reputable source that allows image/fonts to be used commercially. Please double check the 
licensing of all you use on your covers, meme’s, postcards etc. Nobody wants to be presented with a 
take down notice or worse, a notice of copyright infringement.   

Okay, back to the fun stuff.  

You’ll see I’ve added rectangles to the back of my book cover.  

To draw any shape, click the shape tool and then move the cursor to where you want the shape to begin. 
Drag the mouse to create the shape, release when done. If it’s not the way you want it, click on one of the 
corners or middle boxes to alter the shape.  If you like the proportions and just want it sized hold the SHIFT 
KEY down which constrains the shape. I’ve eyeballed the center for the back matter. We’ll make exact in a 
minute. 

The bar code box was simple to place as we’d drawn the guides for it.   

Here’s what I do to make sure the BACK MATTER rectangle is centered. I want it between the spine and 
the trim line edge guide. NOT TO THE RED bleed lines. This is because you want it centered from the fold 
of the spine to the edge of the book.  
We’re going to move the ZERO point 
to make it easier to center. 

The current zero line is at the edge of 
the template you imported which is 
automatic. That is too far, it’s at the 
RED BLEED LINE. It won’t help us 
center. 

Color 

 

Rectangle 

shape tool 

used to draw 

both boxes 

Options for drawing: Rectangle is chosen. Color is white in this case.  No styles 
will be added. Unconstrained because I want to choose the dimensions. And 
Normal as I’m drawing this for the first time, not adding or subtracting from it.  

Styles 

In this blowup, I 
show that the 
BACK MATTER 
layer’s opacity 
has been 
reduced to 
64%. This is 
changeable at 
any time.   

The bar code 
box stays at 
100%. 

Extra space if you 
want to use it. 

Trim Line Edge Guide 

Current Zero Point 



Moving the ZERO mark. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here is what you do.  

1. Click on the little square, and drag it to new spot you want to be zero. Notice I’m at the TRIM SIZE 
LINE.  I’ve pulled over a guide to where I think the edge should be, about 3/8” from the trim size line. 

2. Now to repeat the action and make a new zero line, click on the box again (which will still be where 
you initially dragged it), and drag to the SPINE FOLD LINE.  And then create a guide, 3/8” in. I seem to 
always choose 3/8” you don’t have to. Adjust your rectangle to fit that guide and now you have a 
centered rectangle.   

Make the box as long/short as you need for your back matter, but leave “breathing” space for the BAR 
CODE BOX. If it’s too tight, your back will look cluttered.  

There is space on left for an author picture, or other information if you want, I put a QR code in that spot. 
Just remember to let the space breathe. (See image on page 3.) 

 

We’re getting a lot of clutter on the cover.  If you want to see this without the guides, click VIEW on the   
MENU BAR and GUIDES to uncheck it.  Click GUIDES again to view the guides.   

Now, if you want, you can remove the box guides by simply clicking on them, getting that double headed 
arrow, and dragging them up or to the left off the project depending. 

REMEMBER, as you go along, SAVE your project.  There is no need to SAVE AS, since you’re working 
on the same project all along.  Later we’ll make a 2D out of the cover and then we’ll SAVE AS. Right now, 
simply SAVE.  

Click and drag this box to 
where you want your new 
zero point.  
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Before we get to titles, spine and back matter, let me clue you into the all important HISTORY PANEL. It’s 
a life saver.  

Recall, in Lesson 1, I mentioned the MORE BUTTON at 

the bottom of the PANELS? This is where you can find a 

number of other useful panels. But what I think is the 

most useful is the HISTORY PANEL. When you click on 

this, the LAYERS PANEL doesn’t disappear, these 

panels come out as a “floating panel.” (See it on page 

2.)  You can click and drag the black bar to move it 

where ever you want on the page.  

The HISTORY PANEL shows you what you’ve done so 

far. Say you hated the last five things you’ve done. Click 

above to the last action you liked and actions below will 

be grayed out.   

But opps, you liked a few of those changes after all. As 

long as you haven’t done anything new to the 

image, you can reclick on them and they will come 

back. The moment you change something, those 

“grayed out” history items are truly history 

Click and drag to move panel anywhere on your project. 

The number of HISTORY STATES can be changed in PREFERENCES.  

Click EDIT on the MENU BAR and go to PREFRENCES. Click PERFORMANCE. Right now it’s set at 50.  

You can adjust the slider all the way to 1000, I’ve never done that, I usually use 100-200 states.   

HISTORY is only active while you are in the program. Once you close the program, it resets.   

 

Grayed out history 



Now for the title, author name, spine and back matter. Recall what I said about fonts? Find one that you 
think fits the image and the tone of your book, but don’t go too fancy or techno. You want it to be instantly 
readable. 

Here is the nearly finished cover. I’m going to walk you through step-by-step, no worries.  

With the finished cover as is, I have 17 layers.  Being honest here, that is small number for me. But you 
can see why the importance of understanding layers is the #1 starting point.  I’ve also mentioned that 
renaming your layers is also important. Can you see why?  Yep, impossible to know which is which without 
a lot of work.  And if my project has 50+ layers...yeah, major headache.  

1. My Title. I’ve bracketed the layers used.  And yes, some aren’t visible (eyeball w/a line through it).  

I found two fonts I liked. The reason I wanted to use a fancy font for Montreal is to show you how to 
make one letter bigger, and intersect with the “IN” and the “O” in Montreal.  

I drew a text box (see lesson 1) for a A KISS IN and used the MoneyPenny font. Then I drew another 
text box and typed in “ontreal,” because I knew I wanted the M to be a different size. I kept the text 
boxes in the WHITE-LIVE AREA. Then I drew another text box on some blank place on the project and 
typed a capital M in a much larger font and dragged it in place.  

Once there, I realized the M was too big, so I played with font 
sizes and finally fairly happy, I clicked on one of the corners, held 
my SHIFT KEY down and dragged the size to exactly what made 
me very happy.  

Then I wanted to link the M and the “ontreal” together by clicking 
the “LINK” icon on the two layers I wanted to link. Now I can move 
them until I like their placement. (Note this layer says copy, but I’d 
merged the original already. The important thing are the link icons.) 

Once I liked their position, I didn’t like the font color so picked one I thought would 
work. But it faded into the background. I added an glow effect to it (noted the by fx  to 
the right of the layer).  

Every time I added the effect to the M or the “ontreal” it would cloud over the other 
word because I was using an OUTER GLOW. I fixed that. To be safe in case I wanted 
to change my mind, I selected both layers and right clicked, then chose duplicate 
layer. PSE named the layers for me as a copy. (See the red box in my layer stack.) 
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Then with those same layers selected, I CLICKED LAYERS in the MENU BAR, then MERGE LAYERS 
and now I have a layer that when I add an fx to it, affects the entire word. 
Problem solved.   

1a. I created a text box for my name and used MoneyPenny again for the 
font. Same color.  How do I know? Because when I created the first font 
color I wrote down the numbers.  There are three sets.  H/S/B is Hue, 
Saturation, Brightness. R/G/B is Red Green Blue, and # is hexadecimal. 
There is no CMYK showing Cyan/Magenta/Yellow/Black.  

 

 

2. Now for the spine.  This was ridiculously easy, though I did create a few layers at first that I didn’t end 
up needing.  (See the ones with the lines through the eyeballs.)   

I duplicated the title and author layers and renamed them.  Then I deleted their fx by right clicking on the 
fx and clicking on the line in the drop down menu that says CLEAR LAYER STYLE. The fx will 
disappear from the layer. Note that when you duplicate a layer, the actual new layer in the project stays 
on top of the layer you duplicated. Click and drag it to anywhere on the cover.  

To rotate the text layer for the spine, click IMAGE on the MENU BAR > Rotate > Rotate Layer 90° 
Right. Now you can click in the text, drag a corner and size it so each text object is the size you want it 
to be for the spine’s space. 

I eyeballed the center on this one using the WHITE AREA/LIVE space. Remember you can make it 
exact by creating a new zero point then putting a guide down the center of this space and centering the 
square box on your text, on the guide.  

Looking at it now, I think Montreal looks a bit dark, so I’ll add a glow effect just the way we’ve done 
before and adjust it as needed.   

3. Back Matter and ISBN Bar Code Box. You have the area ready for your content, either type it in a 
word processor, copy, create a text box in your rectangle and paste, or create a text box and type.  

For the ISBN Bar Code, I ended up buying a program (aurora 3d barcode generator and they have 
freebies) to generate it.  Make sure you have the resolution set to 300dpi or it will be pixelated and 
CreateSpace might reject it. I save the bar code to my file and then copy and paste it into the box, 
making sure it fits within the box you’ve created. 
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You’ve  now created your full cover.  Let’s see what it looks like without the template in place.  

Just click on the eyeball on your template layer and voila, you see your cover. When sending to 
CreateSpace you DO NOT want the template to show. 

Now save it again. You know how often you save when you write? Use the same practice here. Save often.  

Once saved, you’re going to SAVE AS a .JPG.  Go to FILE>SAVE AS and find the location for your save 
which should be the same folder as you’ve used before. Using the same name now is fine.  You can close 
the PSD file. Open that .jpg file in PSE and SAVE AS as a Photoshop PDF. Saving the file as a jpeg, then 
a PDF compresses the size and CreateSpace has size limitations for the PDF you’ll upload to them  There 
is virtually no degradation of the image. 

Digital Book Cover. Now we’ll quickly create a file that you can use on your digital books.  

This is the final trim 
line. The rest is 
bleed. 

1. 

Open your .jpg 
file and then 
duplicate the 
layer, and make 
the first layer 
invisible.  

Choose the crop 
tool, and place 
your cursor at 
one corner and 
drag until the 
image is correct. 
You can adjust 
all the sides and 
corners. Hit the 
green check 
mark and you 
have your cover. 
SAVE AS with a 
new name. 



As promised, here is the legend that is so tiny inside the cover template. 

Thick Black Dotted Line = Trim size. This is where your book will be cut to produce the final trim. 

Blue Dotted Line = Spine Fold. Fold placement may vary slightly. 

White Area = Live Area. Position logos, text and essential images in this area. 

Red Area = Out Of Live/Bleed. Your background artwork must fill the red area. Do not place text or 
essential images in the red area. If your artwork does not meet these requirements, it may be rejected. 

Bar Code Location and Size. 2” x 1.2”  

Here is your finished digital cover. There is one thing I might do to it, and that is add a stroke around the 

border so it shows up better on white.  

To make a stroke, open the .jpg of the digital cover, then duplicate the layer. With that layer selected go to 

the MENU BAR and click EDIT >STROKE(OUTLINE) SELECTION.  Pick the stroke color and SAVE AS  

with a new name 

I used the eyedropper to click on 

her jacket for the color. 

And we’re done, you’re ready to go forth and create anything.   

In the next lesson I want to go over masks, adding some cool style techniques and a few neat tricks for 

making text on a curve. 


